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ABSTRACT

An account is presented of the experimental techniques for
analysing dislocations and loops using transmission electron microscopy.
It is emphasized that care is necessary in the choice of diffraction
conditions for Burgers vector analysis using the g. b = 0 invisibility
criterion.

The techniques used to identify the character (vacancy or
interstitial) of larga dislocation loops are described in detail. Particular
attention is paid to the case of perfect loops which are not of pure edge
character, where appropriate orientations and diffraction vectors must
be employed to obtain unambiguous results. Also, attention is drawn
to the use of an incorrect sign convention for the characterization of
imperfect, Frank loops. Finally, the measurement of loop size is

, discussed. (ciudK.) ' "
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Caracterisation des dislocations et des grandes boucles

de dislocation au moyen de la microscopie electronique

par

G.J.C. Carpenter

Resume

On decrit, dans le present rapport, les techniques
experimentales d1analyse des dislocations et des boucles
techniques faisant appel a la microscopie elect.ronique par
transmission. On souligne le fait qu'il faut preter atten-
tion au choix des conditions de diffraction pour 1"analyse
des vecteurs de Burger, en employant g.b_. = 0 comme critere
d'invisibilite.

Les techniques employees pour identifier le caractere
interstitiel ou lacunier des grandes boucles de dislocation
sont decrites en detail. Une attention particuliere est
requise dans le cas de boucles parfaites n'ayant pas un
caract^re de coin pur, ou il faut employer des orientations
et des vecteurs de diffraction appropries afin d'obtenir
des resultats non equivoques. On attire egalement 1'atten-
tion du lecteur sur l'emploi d'une convention fautive de
signes pour la caracterisation des boucles imparfaites de
Frank. Finalement, 3a mesure de la dimension des boucles
fait l'objet d'un commentaire.
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1. Introduction

Since it was first recognized that transmission electron
microscopy could be used to characterize dislocations and dislocation
loops, many papers have been published on the techniques involved and
their application. In relation to nuclear reactor technology, the
electron microscope has proved a powerful tool for providing detailed
analysis of radiation damage structures and hence an understanding of
their origin.

In conraoa with most experimental techniques, however,
experience has shown that considerable care must be exercised in
certain situations to avoid spurious results. For example, it is now
recognized that very weak, "residual" type images may not necessarily
be indicative of the g. b = 0 condition (g is the diffraction vector, b is the
dislocation Burgers vector) even in simple materials such as a-iron and
copper* ' ' , The analysis of the character (vacancy or interstitial)
of perfect dislocation loops is also liable to pitfalls and has been the
subject of some confusion in the literature' ' . In the case of
imperfect Frank loops, simple characteristic contrast behaviour can be
used to determine their nature* ' . However, the results may be
interpreted incorrectly owing to confusion with regard to the sign
convention used for the definition of the Burgers vector. Here, an
attempt has been made to present an up-to-date summary of the
procedures involved in these exercises and their interpretation from an
experimental standpoint. The term "large loops" has been adopted to
draw a distinction between an image which appears as a complete
loop or "double arc"* ' and the "black spot" images from very small
loops as seen under kinematical diffraction conditions. In practice,
this means loops with diameters of the order of one low order extinction
distance or more.

2- Burgers Vector Determination

The origin of dislocation contrast is illustrated in a simple
way in Figure la, for the case of an edge dislocation. If the crystal is
oriented just off the exact Bragg orientation (9) the lattice planes to one
side of the dislocation are bent in such a sense that the Bragg coadition.
is satisfied. These diffracted electrons are stopped by the objective
aperture under bright field operation so that the dislocation appears as
a dark line. The image therefore lies to one side of the true position
of the dislocation core' \ a property which finds an important application
in determining the character of dislocation loops (Section 4).
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The Burgers vector of a dislocation can usually be found by-
using the principle that there is zero or only very faint contrast when
the condition g.b = 0 is satisfied. This is equivalent to having b
parallel to the diffracting planes, so that there is no direct component
of b to bend these planes. Unique determination of_b can be achieved
by the use of a minimum of three different reflections, one giving
visibility and two for which the dislocation vanishes. An example is
shown in Figure lb. Since we are seeking dislocation invisibility, it is
of course essential to maintain a two-beam condition with no strong
contributions from .stray reflections.

There is usually some experimental and theoretical informa-
tion from which the microscopist can make a reasonable guess at the
types of b most likely to appear in a given material. This simplifies
experiments by allowing crystal orientations to be selected so as to
minimize the tilting operations involved in proving the character of the
dislocations. A list of g.b values as a function of various b's for
different reflections provides a useful guide to suitable orientations. It
is also helpful to mark a schematic Kikuchi map with reflections giving
g. b = 0 for different b1 s, as shown in Figure 2.

Strictly, the criterion described above only applies to screw
dislocations in an elastically isotropic medium. Some residual contrast
is expected in such a medium for all mixed or edge dislocations unless in
addition the condition g. b ̂  u = 0 is satisfied, where u is a unit vector
along the direction of the dislocation. The contrast can be minimized by
keeping g. b ^ u as small as possible. The residual contrast occurs
because an edge dislocation produces a dilatational strain which gives
rise to bending of the planes parallel to b. This can give rise to unusual
contrast effects in orientations where h is parallel to the electron beam
so that j . b = 0. Dynamical theory calculations by Howie and Whelan(^)
have given a good account of the contrast observed for loops in zinc under
such conditions^"'.

Elastic anisotropy, measured by the deviation of Zener's
constant (A = 2C44/{C11 -C12)) from unity, introduces a further complica-
tion in the determination of b. . The results of experiments and
dynamical theory calculations' ' * ' ' indicate that as the degree of
elastic anisotropy increases, the above invisibility criteria become
harder to apply and ultimately fail completely. Specifically, Head et
al. ( °' found that Burgers vectors of dislocations in p-brass (A ,•« 7. 8)
could not be identified using the conventional technique because of the
strong contrast under g.b = 0, jg.b A u H conditions. Instead, com-
parison of experimental images with computed image profiles had to be
used.
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The situation is not so bad with less anisotropic materials,
e.g. aFe(A = 2. 4)(L.2) , Mo (0. 8)(12 ) and Cu (3. 2)< l3« l 4 ) , where b's
may be determined using the near-invisibility criterion provided low
order diffracting vectors are used. In some, cases, however, it is
more convenient to use high order reflections and care mast be exercised
in interpreting the results. In particular, since large values of s tend
to be selected for good images of g .b^ 2 dislocations, it is possible for
weak images from j|-b = 1 dislocations to be confused with the near-
invisibility condition. In such cases, the use of ± j» pairs can be very
useful' ' ' since: (a) the residual contrast image of a loop when g, b =
0 does not show an "inside/outside" contrast transition (see Section 4)
and (b) dislocations at certain depths, which may show weak contrast with
+ g, show strong contrast with - g. The latter is thought to be related
to the oscillations in contrast with depth in the crystal which reverse on
changing the sign of g^ ' x '„ Such considerations are particularly

important when tLit angles are restricted by instrumental limitations,

Frank partial dislocation loops (b - 1/3 < 111>) have been
observed in irradiated face-centered-cubic metals. In such cases the
same rules can be applied for determining b as described above. However,
it is important to note that very weak images are obtained when j|-b =
±1/3^ ' , a property that mar be useful in indentifying b provided it is not
confused with the j | . b = 0 condition. Weak images are also obtained when
jr.b = -2/3 at large values of s„' ' , but can be distinguished by means of
a ± g pair since the image for g-_b = + 2/3 shows strong contrast (Section
4. 3), a feature that can also be used to identify the character of a faulted
loop.

3. Loop Plane Determination

In order to determine the character of a dislocation loop, i, e. ,
whether it is formed by vacancy or interstitial condensation, it is necessary
to know its orientation. In the case of a faulted Frank loop, this is
simple since the stacking fault confines the loop to a plane perpendicular
to b. However, a prismatic loop can rotate by slip along its glide cylinder
r.nd often takes up an orientation where there is a balance between:

(a) the decrease in energy on increasing the screw character of the loop,
(b) the increase in energy as the dislocation line elongates, and
(c) possible dissociation into partials on certain planes'1"'.

The loop plane can be determined approximately by examining
a grain in which the loop is in the "end-on" orientation, i. e. , parallel to
tKe electron beam, The main source of inaccuracy in this method is that
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the image lies to one side of the dislocation line. A displacement of
~100 A is enough to cause a substantial error in the case of a small
loop. This difficulty can be overcome by taking weak beam images(17» 18)
or ± g pairs to ensure that the loop is truly in the end-on orientation.
End-on dislocations should produce identical images using 4- j | or - g.
When loops are composed of straight line segments, e. g. , rhomboid or
hexagonal in shape, and are fairly large (> 500 A diameter) their planes
may be determined by stereographic analysis of images of loops in various
orientations inclined to the eLectron beam. The. orientation of inclined
loops that are known to be circular may be found by measuring the
dimensions of the projected image which is in the shape of an ellipse.
Measurements of the major axis (D) and minor axis (d) give the inclination
of the loop to the electron beam:

9 = sin"1 d/D

Again, care is necessary to establish the true position of the dislocation
line using ± j» pairs or weak beam techniques and tilting is necessary to
determine the sense of inclination of the loop. Since the projected minor
axis of a loop varies with sin 8 , the accuracy obtained from loops for
which 0 -> 90° is poor. The method sometimes seen in the literature
of judging a loop to lie in the same plane as the foil because it "appears
circular" is highly unreliable, particularly if only one reflection is used.
The use of Kikuchi patterns to establish the foil orientation accurately is
most desirable for crystallographic analysis.

When a dislocation loop is not circular, the shape of the
image in one orientation is not sufficient to define the loop plane. This
is a likely occurrence in materials of low symmetry such as h. c. p.
metals. In such cases it is necessary to tilt the specimen through a
large angle in order to determine the plane of an inclined loop. Using a
calibrated tilt stage, the orientation of the loop can be determined from
the change in projected image shape, the tilt angle and the foil orientation.
Once again, the true position of the dislocation line has to be established.
I'J practice, it maybe easier to use the "end-on" approach.

When the loops are large, the stereographic analysis of loops
intersecting the foil surface can be used to establish the loop planed*?).
The line of intersection of a loop with the surface gives the pole of the
plane in which the loop normal lies. Thus, stereographic analysis of
several loop orientation/foil plane combinations enables a unique answer
to be obtained. In doing this analysis, it is important to ensure that the
specimen is perpendicular to the electron beam: if it is not, due
allowance for this must be made' \

Once the habit j'.ane of a given type of loop is known, the
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specific plane of an individual loop may be determined by noting the
change in image appearance during tilting between known orientations.
Some detailed examples of the techniques involved have been described
by Maher and Eyre^ ' ,

^' The Characterisation of Dislocation Loops

4, 1 Pure edge loops

The basis of the technique for determining the character of
a perfect dislocation loop, first used by Groves and Kelly^ ' , is
illustrated in Figure 3. Assuming that the foil is oriented so that s

g
is positive, the sense of bending of the lattice planes of a vacancy loop
oriented as shown is such that the reflection designated + g gives an image
inside the actual position of the projected dislocation core. Reversing g,
with positive sg, causes the image to come from outside the core. An
interstitial loop oriented the same way would behave in the opposite
manner. However, Figure 3 also shows that an interstitial loop inclined
in the opposite sense to the beam gives identical results to the vacancy
loop. Since the projected images of both loops are similar, it is necessary
to distinguish them uniquely. This can be done in two ways: (a) by tilting
through a large angle, to establish the sense of inclination or (b) through
a determination of b.

The technique described by Edmondson arid Williamson^ ' is
based on the first method and is both simple and convenient (Figure 4).
It involves tilting the specimen continuously in the same sense and
obtaining two or more ± j ; pairs (sg > 0) separated by a large enough angle
to establish the inclination. The tilt axis is chosen to coincide approxi-
mately with the plane of the loops under study (in most cases the major
axis of the image). A convenient feature of the method is that most of
the tilting operation is carried out in bright field rather than under
diffraction conditions. The specimen is tilted until a low order
extinction contour appears. This may be recognized through the large
area of foil in contrast. The loops are photographed in the region of
strong transmission (sg > 0). The specimen is then tilted through a small
angle so that the contour sweeps through the loops which are rephoto-
graphed with the contour on the opposite side. This operation changes
the 9ign of _g,- keeping se positive. Tilting is continued in tĥ - same
sense through a large angle (> 25°) and the procedure repeated one or
more times with different- reflections. The reflections chosen must have
a large component parallel to the projection o£ b (i.e. perpendicular to
the tilt axis) to ensure that the correct result is obtained^ ' . In
particular, j[!s lying in the "unsafe" region of Figure 4(b) must be avoided.
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It is important to confirm that a two-beam condition has been achieved
in each case by checking the diffraction pattern. Additional tilting
through small angles about an orthogonal axis maybe necessary to
eliminate stray reflections. The true position of the dislocation line
is taken as midway between the ± g images so that the sense of inclination
can be obtained. The interpretation is summarized in Figure 4(a).
The bending of the lattice planes at the dislocation is such that in the case
of the interstitial loop being tilted in a clockwise sense, regions "A"
diffract first. The image changes from inside to outside on passing the
contour through the loop, i. e. , in the same sense as the change in
appearance resulting from the high angle tilt. The reverse occurs for
a vacancy loop. The choice of low order reflections maximizes the
area in good contrast, enabling many loops to be characterised in one
experiment.

Another variation of the Groves/Kelly' ' technique has also
been used for loop characterisation^ ' ' . A low order reflection is
chosen at about 45° to the major axis of the loop image, taking account
of the rotation between the diffraction pattern and bright field image.
± g images are recorded and the specimen is tilted in a known sense
through a large angle (> 25°C). Another ± g pair then gives the sense of
inclination of the loop and its character can be assessed using the principles
outlined above. The directions of the operating reflections have been
marked in Figure 4 as an aid to interpretation.

The Burgers vector technique can sometimes be achieved by
tilting through smaller angles than the method described above. It is
based on the principle that (a) and (b) in Figure 3 can be distinguished by
determining b and has been developed in some detail by Maher and Eyre' ' ,
whose analytical description will be outlined here. The sense of a
dislocation must be arbitrarily defined and the FS/RH perfect crystal
convention^ ^) adopted by Howie and Whelan^ ' is commonly used.

The positive direction of a dislocation in the form of a loop
will be taken as the clockwise direction when viewed from along the
direction of the electron beam (i. e. , from above the specimen). This
corresponds to the view of the image seen on the screen or on the plate
with emulsion side upwards. An alternative definition based on viewing
the specimen from below has also been used^ \ It has the advantage
that the image corresponds to a print made in the normal way with the
emulsion sides of print and plate facing each other. However, working
with the original plate, emulsion side upwards, probably offers less
possibility for confusion and will be iised here. The Burgers vectors
of the loops in Figure 3 are assigned in accordance with this convention.
Examination of the sense of bending of the planes around the dislocations
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shows that outside contrast is obtained when (g»b) s is positive and
inside contrast occurs when the expression is negative. The direction
of b (but not the sign) can be obtained as discussed in Section 2, using
reflections for which near-invisibility occurs. Then, the sign of
(_g/b) s is obtained from a ± g pair with s > 0. Hence, we obtain the
sign of D. The character of the loop is then deduced by using the
following relationships, based on tlie convention outlined above;

interstitial loop n • b > 0

vacancy loop n • b < 0

where n is the upward loop normal, Typical applications oi this
technique are given in references 4, 13, 14 and 24.

4. 2 Loops of mixed character

The analysis of loops which do not have pure edge character
requires some care as it is possible to have orientations which give rise
to opposite contrast behaviour to that described above. Following
Maher and Eyre^ ' we shall term geometries that give the same contrast
as pure edge loops, "safe orientations". It is important to realize that
the requirements for the "safe" analysis of loops are different according
to which method is used, as shown by Kelly and Blake^ . To assess
whether a given orientation is safe, it is essential to determine the
relation between the Burgers vector and the loop plane (Section 3).

The physical situation can be understood by reference to
Figure 5 which shows the way in which the diffracting planes are bent by
an inclined interstitial dislocation loop. The pure edge configuration is
shown in Figure 5(b), together with the way in which the contrast varies
on changing the sign of j[ with s > 0. Keeping b the same, the loop
orientation is then changed -\nd xhe sense of b described using the RH/FS
convention. As the loop is rotated in a clockwise sense, it passes
through the "end-on" (n. £ - 0) orientation and the images change in the
opposite way to a pure edge loop on changing the sign of g (Figure 5(c)).
Pure edge behaviour only reappears after further rotation of the loop
through the shear loop (n. b = 0) orientation (Figure 5(d)), Maher and
Eyre (M/E)' ) therefore define safe orientations for the "Burgers vector"
technique according to the stereogram shown in Figure 6(a). The safe/
unsafe regions are distinguished through the boundary relations n- ẑ = 0
and n . b'= 0. We see that the safe region can be maximized in this
case by minimizing (p, the angle between z and b, i. e. by using loops ac
a large angle to she electron beam.



The reverse situation holds for the Edmondson and
Williamson (E/W) analysis^ ' . Consider the interstitial loops of
Figure 5. We see that the bending of the diffraction planes is such that
continuous clockwise rotation about an axis normal to b gives the following
results:

Image Position as Effect of
Contour passes through Loop: Large Angle Tilt

_ _ _ _ _ _ on Projected Loop Area;
i i

b: outside inside decreases

c: inside outside increases

d: outside inside increases

Thus, pure edge behaviour is observed for b and c but not for d. We
see that the unsafe region is bounded by the locus of n. b = 0 and the plane
through z, perpendicular to the plane defined by _z, b (Figure 6 (a)).
Since b, is normally not more than about 30° from a, the best orientations
to choose for this type of analysis will be with the loop at small angles
to the electron beam.

The overall situation is clearly seen by reference to Figure
6(b). This illustrates the regions of safe and unsafe behaviour using
either technique for a particular loop with b at 45° to n, as its orientation
is varied. The orientations for which both techniques are safe
simultaneously are rather limited. Also, it is important to recognize
that the E/W "unsafe" geometry shown in Figure 6 is j _ t unique since
"unsafe" directions for g must be avoided too (Figure 4(t>)). When loops
deviate considerably froin pure edge character it is preferable to
characterize them fully and use the M/E technique. Provided the loop
plane can be determined, or a range of loop orientations' ' , there should
be no difficulty in choosing the technique best suited to the loop and
specimen geometry under investigation. In favourable cases it may be
possible to identify b and n for hexagonal, perfect prismc.tic loops by
means of the eeometry of the "double arc" contrast as described by Bell
and Thom&ŝ  ' , thus simplifying the analysis.
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4. 3 Frank loops

The contrast behaviour of faulted Frank loops in f. c c.
metals (b = a/3 <111>) has been discussed in detail by Tunstall^ \ He
showed that the analysis based on the determination of b is valid for
positive values of i , when g. b - ± 4/3. With the convention defined in
Section 4. 1, (_g«b) s > 0 implies outside contrast. This is opposite to
the relation quoted by Tunstall, who must have used a different convention
for the positive direction of the dislocation loops. The images obtained
when j * . b = ± 1/3 are very weakv°' and cannot be used to determine lorp
character. However, when j ; . b = ±2/3 and Sg » 0, the loops give
characteristic images that can be used to show the sign of b. Inverting
the relations quoted by Tunstall, to bring them Into line with the
convention used here, strong contrast results from j | .b = +2/3 while the
image for j|«]j = - 2/3 is very weak. Some examples of the use of these
principles to determine the character of faulted loops are given in
reference 26,

5, Loop Size Determination

In measuring the sizes of dislocation loops we are again faced
with some difficulties owing to the lack of coincidence between the image
and the dislocation core. For clearly resolvable loops, the discrepancy
is essentially independent of loop size so that the error relative to the
loop diameter is greatest in the case of small loops (diameters of the
order of a few tens of nm), However, with a little care in the choice of
diffraction conditions it should be possible to measure the size of a loop
to about ± 5 nm, which is good enough for many purposes.

Consider the case of a perfect, pure edge loop inclined to the
electron beam as shown in Figure 7(a). In the idealized case shown,
where g is parallel to the projection of b, the image will possess a line of
low contrast perpendicular to g. The image width of the dislocation
segments projecting parallel to g is quite narrow, enabling the major
axis of the image, D, to be measured easily. If the loop is small and the
direction of g and the degree of inclination of the loop are such that the
double arc images overlap, as with the "inside" image shown in Figure
7(a), the overall image width D1 can be measured. As a rule, the
differences between D, D1 and measurements made from weak beam
images are less than ± 5 nm provided s is not very close to zero'2 ' ) .
This is illustrated in the ± J images shoVn in Figure 7(b).

The reason for the better resolution of the segments along
the line of low contrast is related to their smaller inclination to the
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(28X

electron beam which minimizes the image width* ; . In the more
general case of a perfect prismatic loop where b is not perpendicular
to the loop plane the contrast is a little more complex. The segments
with maximum screw component tend to give narrow images owing to the
partial cancellation of the edge strain fields^) _ Such image charac-
teristics may be useful in helping to identify the orientation and Burgers
vectors of loops by inspection, as shown by Bell and Thomas''), The
best geometry for size measurements of non-edge prismatic loops is
when g and the projection of b are perpendicular to the long axis of the
image. This points to the importance of fully characterizing the
dislocation structure^ of irradiated specimens from which quantitative
measurements ca~ be made. It is then a simple matter to choose the
foil orientation and diffraction parameters to make measurements with
sufficient precision. If a large enough number of loops is measured
from different fields of view the mean size maybe estimated with
reasonable accuracy since the random sampling will give on average as
many loops with "outside" contrast as with "inside" contrast. However,
for a determination of the defect concentrations corresponding to
dislocation loops it is better to base the calculation on the distribution of
loop sizes owing to the large proportional contribution of the larger loops
(defect concentration ec (radius)8).

For high precision measurements, a weak beam technique
can be used to give closer correspondence between the dislocation core
and the image position^ '» ^°>. Alternatively the average of measure-
ments from ± g pairs can be used. It is also necessary to ensure that
the loop shape is established by viewing loops perpendicular to the
electron beam. In non-cubic metals it is quite possible that loops will
not be circular owirij to elastic and crystallographic anisotropy. In
cases where the loops are elliptical, for example, it maybe sufficient to
measure an average value for the ratio of major to minor axis. Foil
orientations can then be chosen so that either the major or the minor axis is
perpendicular to the electron beam and the measurements are corrected
for loop shape to calculate the loop area.

Frank loops, inclined to the electron beam, can be measured
as described above. However, a better technique is to use the enclosed
stacking fault rather than the dislocation line. Reflections can be
chosen to give good stacking fault fringe contrast with the partial
dislocation showing weak or zero contrast. If satellite spots from the
stacking fault are visible in the diffraction pattern, they can be used to
give dark field images which are particularly useful for making size
measurements'2^ . This technique lias the advantage that loops on one
set of planes maybe imaged at a time, enabling stress induced orientation
effects to be examined.
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Figure 1 (a) The origin of dislocation contrast; for simplicity, the path
of the electrons through the objective lens has been omitted,
(b) the determination of the Burgers vector of end-on loops in
a h. c. p. alloy; the disappearance of the loops (arrowed) using
the g's indicated proves b = ± 1/3 [2110].
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Figure 2 Part of a h. c. p. Kikuchi map, marked to show reflections giving near-invisibility for
dislocations withb's of the type a/3 <1120>.
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Figure 3 The principles underlying the determination of the character
of pure edge dislocation loops.
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Figure 4 (a) Tha Edmondson/Williamson technique for determining
the character of dislocation loops, (b) projection on to the
diffraction pattern, showing directions of g1 s that must be avoided.
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Figure 5 The changes in contrast behaviour on varying the plane of
a loop while keeping b fixed (after Maher and Eyre' ').
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Figure 6 "Unsafe" orientations for loop characterisations: (a) stereo-
graphic projection; the hatched regions show loop plane normals,
n, which are unsafe for the two principal techniques, (b) an
example of a loop having an angle, 6, of 45° between b and n
(after Kelly and Blake(").
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Figure 7 (a) Schematic illustration of the contrast from an inclined pure
edge dislocation loop with g parallel to the projection of b:
the inside image is a particular case that may be obtained when
the angle between the loop plane and electron beam is small,

. (b) pure edge dislocation loops in Zr-1% Al: the difference in
major axis length for the ± g images is ~ 5 nm.
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